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by Talitha Bakker z photos by Arabian Stud Europe archive

azzmeen

The black stallion Jazzmeen was born 
in the millennium year 2000 at the 
famous La Movida Stud in Austria. 

A big colt with a bright star on his forehe-
ad as his only marking. Although a true 
reflection of his pedigree, his black color 
came as a big surprise. 

Jazzmeen is sired by the chestnut 1994 
world champion stallion Essteem. An athle-
tic stallion with impeccable movement. 
Essteem has a Royal pedigree, being by 
US National Champion Fame VF (who is 
by Bey Shah) and out of Espressa by El 
Shaklan. 

The mother of Jazzmeen is a gorgeous 
grey mare named Jasmyne. Jasmyne no-
wadays lives in the United Arab Emirates 
and is sired by the beautiful Nyhl el Ja-
maal. Nyhl is a son of the legendary Ali 
Jamaal and comes out of the El Shaklan 
daughter Naharra. The mother of Jasmyne 
was Justine el Jamaal, also by Ali Jamaal 
and out of NV Justa Dream, who is also 
the dam of the most beautiful mare at Ha-
ras Meia Lua; Jullye el Ludjin.
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azzmeen
The pedigree of Jazzmeen is fully American/
Brazillian and is filled with all the great names 
that has shaped the Arabian Horse World of 
today. This makes him a valuable breeding 
stallion and sought after in the modern bree-
ding. 

The story of Jazzmeen begins in 2000. Af-
ter being born at La Movida Stud, he caught 
the eye of Justine Bassindale of JB Arabians 
from the UK. She purchased him at the age of 
6 months old. With his tiny little muzzle and 
his impressive movement, he stole her heart 
at once. When Jazzmeen was a yearling, 
he went to the shows with Frank Cibois. He 
achieved a second place at the German Elite 
Cup and was later named Top Five! After this, 
Justine took him home to the United Kingdom 
to enjoy his childhood.

Essteem | Jasmyne, 2000 black stallion  
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In 2003 Justine used Jazzmeen on two of her 
own mares. The Maleik el Kheil daughter Naa-
zife gave her a colt named Jazaal, who would 
grow up to become a successful dressage hor-
se in the UK. The second mare was the Ali 
Jamaal daughter Illyria el Jamaal, who gave 
birth to an absolutely stunning filly named Ime-
leena. A beautiful tall, typy filly with, like all 
Jazzmeen foals, an incredible show attitude! 
Imeleena was lightly shown and always sco-
red above the 90 points at International A-
shows which resulted in a second place at the 
International A-show in Wels in 2006. When 
Imeleena was old enough to produce herself, 
she proved to be an outstanding broodmare 
by producing Iternity J (x Aryes el Ludjin) who 
was exported to Brazil and the typy Indyah el 
Aryes (x Aryes el Ludjin).

In 2004, Jazzmeen was chosen by Dr. Nico 
Jung of Karolinen Hof Germany, to be his 
new leading sire. It was here where Jazzme-
en learned the Spanish high school dressage, 
which he still enjoys to perform today! At Ka-
rolinenhof, he was bred mainly to the El Per-
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Arabian Horse Pedigree for JAZZMEEN 

BEY SHAH+ AHR*134556 Bay 

1976 

BAY EL BEY++ 

AHR*54146 Bay 1969 

BAY-ABI AHR*12335 Bay 1957 

*NAGANKA AHR*20338 Grey 

1952 

STAR OF OFIR 

AHR*61852 Bay 1970 

*BASK AHR*25460 Bay 1956 

LLANA AHR*29856 Chestnut 

1964 

FAME VF+ AHR*268987 Bay 1982 

RAFFOLETA-ROSE AHR*78072 

Bay 1971 

RAFFON++ AHR*19040 

Bay 1961 

GAZON AHR*9875 Bay 1955 

VADRAFF AHR*5968 Bay 1950 

LETA ROSE AHR*47338 

Bay 1968 

GAMAAR AHR*25404 Bay 1963 

JUALETA AHR*20739 Chestnut 

1962 

*ESSTEEM AAS*1270 Chestnut 1991 

*EL SHAKLAN AHR*268260 

Grey 1975 

SHAKER EL MASRI 

GASB*107 Chestnut 1963 

MORAFIC EAO*29 Grey 1956 

ZEBEDA EAO*121 Bay 1955 

ESTOPA GASB*168 Grey 

1965 

TABAL SSB*2703 Grey 1952 

UYAIMA SSB*3070 Chestnut 

1956 

ESPRESSA AHR*357900 Chestnut 1984 

CHINA MOON AHR*209740 

Grey 1980 

EL HILAL AHR*35261 

Grey 1966 

*ANSATA IBN HALIMA 

AHR*15897 Grey 1958 

*BINT NEFISAA AHR*23223 

Grey 1959 

BUTTERFLY AHR*37480 

Chestnut 1966 

NADIRS SEDJUR AHR*18695 

Chestnut 1961 

GEZANTEZA AHR*19284 

Chestnut 1961 

JAZZMEEN AAS*2570 Bay 2000 
*ALI JAMAAL BRSB*7949 Bay 

1982 

RUMINAJA ALI 

AHR*134937 Grey 1976 

SHAIKH AL BADI AHR*54456 

Grey 1969 

BINT MAGIDAA AHR*62907 

Grey 1970 

HERITAGE MEMORY 

AHR*70746 Bay 1971 

EL MAGATO AHR*19276 Grey 

1961 

HERITAGE LABELLE 

AHR*28255 Grey 1964 

NYHL EL JAMAAL BRSB*22645 Grey 1993 

*NAHARRA BRSB*7080 Grey 

1980 

EL SHAKLAN 

GASB*1207 Grey 1975 

SHAKER EL MASRI GASB*107 

Chestnut 1963 

ESTOPA GASB*168 Grey 1965 

NIHARRA GASB*2193 

Grey 1975 

JAGUAY SSB*3768 Grey 1968 

JABALINA II SSB*3787 

Chestnut 1968 

JASMYNE AAS*1934 Grey 1995 

ALI JAMAAL AHR*256891 Bay 

1982 

RUMINAJA ALI 

AHR*134937 Grey 1976 

SHAIKH AL BADI AHR*54456 

Grey 1969 

BINT MAGIDAA AHR*62907 

Grey 1970 

HERITAGE MEMORY 

AHR*70746 Bay 1971 

EL MAGATO AHR*19276 Grey 

1961 

HERITAGE LABELLE 

AHR*28255 Grey 1964 

JUSTINE EL JAMAAL BRSB*14918 Bay 1990 

*NV JUSTA DREAM 

BRSB*14437 Bay 1986 

BEY SHAH+ AHR*134556 

Bay 1976 

BAY EL BEY AHR*54146 Bay 

1969 

STAR OF OFIR AHR*61852 

Bay 1970 

MI FAVORITE TOI AHR*256536 

Bay 1982 

TOI SOLDIER AHR*169516 Bay 

1978 

NABIELETTE AHR*107910 

Chestnut 1974 
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fecto daughters and most of these products are still 
active at Dr. Jungs breeding program today! After 
his stay in Germany, he was leased out to Doubrav-
sky stud in the Czech Republic. Here he sired the 
later to be named National champion mare Pamina 
S (Jazzmeen – Partnersha/Naftalin). 

In 2007 Fate caused Jazzmeen to catch the eye of 
Talitha Bakker of Arabian Stud Europe. Having just 
changed her breeding program from Russian to Bra-
zilian/American type, she was searching for a new 
chief sire to complete the breeding program. She 
found the perfect stallion in Jazzmeen. Although he 
had solely been used at privately owned studs still 
the get he had left combined with his illustrious pe-
digree, was enough to convince her to buy him and 
so Jazzmeen arrived in The Netherlands, to start his 
new and last adventure – as it was here, at Arabian 
Stud Europe where he would find his final home.

The first year at stud in Holland made him available 
to a selected number of mares. This resulted in AR 
Shakeem el Jamaal (ex Samya bint Serenity) – who 
later claimed the Golden premium at the Belgian 
stallion show, ASE Jazzelle (x Charelle Monpelou) – 
who was later sold to Kuwait and Amurath Kamsin 
(x Amurath Koheilah) who was named Champion 
colt at the Marbach show in Germany and repeated 
this success by becoming the reserve champion the 
year after as a yearling. The breeder of Kamsin, 
Gestut Amurath, was more than pleased with their 
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colt and re-breed their mare back to Jazzmeen, re-
sulting in a filly this time, named Amurath Kasmina. 
“As a long-time breeder and great fan of Jazzme-
en, I appreciate especially – over and above his 
great total quality” – his excellent character and 
his charming nature which he hands on to his of-
fspring too,”explains Bernd Zimmerman of Amurath 
Stud. “I saw Jazzmeen for the first time as a colt 
at his breeders’ place and he was a self-confident 
little fellow. Many years later, I saw him as a young 
breeding horse as Dr. Nico Jung leased him. Back 
then, I had recommended him to a good friend as a 
stallion.A few years later again, I brought my mare 
Amurath Koheilah - she was still in my possession 
back then - to Talitha to have her covered. There he 
was again, amongst mares in his meadow. Master-
ful and powerful, but content and very balanced. 
It was a pleasure to see him again in such good 
shape. Today, I am very pleased to own one of his 
beautiful daughters named Kameerah AS”.

After his first breeding season in Holland, Talitha 
Bakker closed his breeding book and decided it 
was time to see his abilities under saddle. Jazzme-
en proved to be very talented and since then, both 
Jazzmeen and Talitha are competing in the toughest 
sports of all – the Eventing – meaning dressage, 
showjumping and cross country in a three-day-
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Amurath Kameerah - 2013 filly
(Jazzmeen x Amurath Koheilah)
Bred & Owned by Gestüt Amurath, Germany

 ASE Jazzaree (Jazzmeen x Dakaree)  
2011 grey filly

 Iternity J (Aryes el Ludjin x Imeleena J)  
2008 grey colt
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www.facebook.com/asejazzmeen

Jazzmeen is proudly owned by:
Arabian Stud Europe - Talitha Bakker - www.jazzmeen.eu

Available at public stud througout Europe.
Life foal and filly guarantee!

Agent for breedings in France, contact Bérengère Dubost: kenelmarabians@orange.fr
Agent for breedings in Italy, contact Giacomo Boscarino: rosanna.pepe65@gmail.com

ASE Parissia by Jazz - 2011 black filly
(Jazzmeen x Parnassia)
Bred and owned by Arabian Stud Europe

Imeleena J (Jazzmeen x Illyria el Jamaal) 
2004 grey filly

event. He also seemed to be very good at the Tripa-
lons, doing all three courses in one day! His good 
character, his athletic body and his big heart made 
it possible for him to win several competitions, ma-
king a strong name for the purebred Arabian horse 
in performance!

Talitha also discovered that Jazzmeen is most hap-
py when kept in a herd, so summer and winter he 
is staying outside in the paddock and fields with 
his mares. Something he is handling very well even 
when they have foals at foot.

The past years, Jazzmeen has exclusively been 
kept for Arabian Stud Europe’s breedingpro-
gram, resulting in the ultra exotic ASE Jazzaree 
(x Dakaree) and the Jazzmeen look-alike ASE 
Parissia by Jazz (x Parnassia) who will both be 
shown in the near future. As of 2013 the bree-
dingbook of Jazzmeen is re-opened to the public, 
giving everyone a chance to breed to this special 
Arabian horse and with frozen semen available, 
requests are coming in from everywhere around 
the globe. With Jazzmeen now finally being able 
to prove himself, we are sure that the best is yet 
to come! q


